2020 Tillett Racing Seats Price List

T11 kart seats
T11 size range: XS, XS wt, Scd, S, Swt, Sxwt, Harvey, Manetti, ManettiWT, MS, MSwt, ML, MLwt, L, XL, XXL
Sizes and rigidities not available in New style T11 are available in T11 Handmade
L, XL and XXL are not available in very flexible Vti rigidity

Composite
appearance colour

Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours

T11 standard rigidity

T11t a rigidity between standard and VG

T11VG flexible rigidity

T11VTi the most flexible rigidity

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)
(wt = Wide top, one size bigger at the top) (xwt = Extra wide top) (cd = Cut down, low back)
Average weight
Size influences weight
1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.3 kg

Cover colours options
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
1 kg

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

1.3 kg

Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
900 g
900 g
900 g
1.3 kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN

Rec.
Retail
£109
£122
£134
£176
£157

Part Number
T11CLR
T11WHI
T11SIL
T11CAR
T11 + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£109
£122
£134
£176
£157

T11TCLR
T11TWHI
T11TSIL
T11TCAR
T11t + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T11VGWHI
T11VGSIL
T11VGCAR
T11VG + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T11VTIWHI
T11VTISIL
T11VTICAR
T11VTi + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

T5 kart seats
T5 size range: Ccd, CL, XScd

(cd = cut down, low back)

Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours

T5 standard rigidity

T5t a rigidity between standard and VG

T5VG flexible rigidity

T5VTi the most flexible rigidity

Additional cost covering options for the T11 and T5 seats
1/4 cover option additional cost
1/2 cover option additional cost
Fully covered option additional cost

Covering material

1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.4 kg
1.3kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
1 kg

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

1.3kg

Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
900 g
900 g
900 g
1.3kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
Additional cover weight

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .2 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .4 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

Covering material colours available

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

£109
£122
£134
£176
£157

T5CLR
T5WHI
T5SIL
T5CAR
T5 + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£109
£122
£134
£176
£157

T5TCLR
T5TWHI
T5TSIL
T5TCAR
T5t + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T5VGWHI
T5VGSIL
T5VGCAR
T5VG + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T5VTIWHI
T5VTISIL
T5VTICAR
T5VTi + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code
Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

£54
£93
£93

CQ1/4
C1/2
CFULL
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T11 Hand laminated kart seats

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

Hand laminated T11 seats are still available for the more uncommon sizes and rigidities. Also for lightweight epoxy carbon Kevlar seats.
T11 hand size range: C, XS, XSwt, Scd, S, Swt, Sxwt, Stb, Swh, Harvey, Manetti, ManettiWT, Manettixwt, ManettiWH, MS, MSwt, ML, MLwt, MLwh, L, XL, XXL

(wt = Wide top) (xwt = Extra wide top) (cd = Cut down back) (tb = Tall back) (wh = Wide hip)

Seat sizes in white will be delivered in the New Style mouldings unless H is added to the product code

Composite

Description
T11Hand Standard rigidity
T11Hand VG is a flexible version of the T11Hand seat
T11Hand t is a rigidity between the soft VG and the standard T11Hand seat
T11Hand VTi is the most flexible version of the T11Hand seat
T11Hand R is a rigid version of the T11Hand seat
T11Hand VGR has a rigid top half and a flexible bottom half
T11Hand XR is an ultra rigid T11Hand seat

appearance colour

Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre

Lightweight carbon Kevlar versions of the T11
T11Hand KG is a carbon Kevlar version of the flexible T11Hand VG
T11Hand K is a carbon Kevlar version of the standard rigidity T11Hand
T11Hand CR is a carbon Kevlar rigid version of the T11Hand R

Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave

Average weight
Size influences weight
1.4 kg

Cover colours options

1 kg
1.3 kg
900 g

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

1.5 kg

Uncovered

1.2 kg

Uncovered

1.5 kg

Uncovered

800 g

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

1.2 kg

Uncovered

Uncovered

Rec.
Retail Part Number
£133 T11HCLR
£154 T11HVGWHI
£133 T11HTCLR
£154 T11HVTIWHI
£133 T11HRCLR
£176 T11HVGRWHI
£164 T11HXRCLR
£297
£297
£332

T11HKGKEV
T11HKKEV
T11HCRKEV

£133
£154
£133
£154
£133
£176
£164

T5REVCLR
T5REVVGWHI
T5REVTCLR
T5REVVTIWHI
T5REVRCLR
T5REVVGRWHI
T5REVXRCLR

£297
£297
£332

T5REVKGKEV
T5REVKKEV
T5REVCRKEV

T5 Hand laminated kart seats (T5 reverse)
T5Hand size range including special sizes: Ccd, C, CL, XScd, XScd/wt, S, Manetti, MS, ML, L, XL

(cd = Cut down back) (wt = Wide top)

Ccd, CL and XScd will be delivered in the New Style mouldings unless Hand laminated is requested

Description
T5Hand Standard rigidity
T5Hand VG is a flexible version of the T5Hand
T5Hand t is a rigidity between the soft VG and the standard T5Hand
T5Hand VTi is the most flexible version of the T5Hand
T5Hand R is a rigid version of the T5Hand
T5Hand VGR has a rigid top half and a flexible bottom half
T5Hand XR is an ultra rigid T5Hand

Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre

1.4 kg

Uncovered

1 kg
1.3 kg
900 g

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

1.5 kg

Uncovered

1.2 kg

Uncovered

1.5 kg

Uncovered

Lightweight carbon Kevlar versions of the T5Hand
T5Hand KG is a carbon Kevlar version of the flexible T5Hand VG
T5Hand K is a carbon Kevlar version of the standard rigidity T5Hand
T5Hand CR is a carbon Kevlar rigid version of the T5Hand R

Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave

800 g

Uncovered

1 kg

Uncovered

Additional cost covering options for the T11H and T5H seats
1/4 cover option additional cost
1/2 cover option additional cost
Fully covered option additional cost

Covering material

1.2 kg

Uncovered

Additional cover weight

Covering material colours available

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .2 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .4 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

The T7, T8 Hand, T9 and T10 model shapes remain available to special order.

T7 size range: Mini, C, XScd, Scd, S, MScd, MS, ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL (cd = Cut down back)
T8 Hand size range: Ccd, C, XS, Scd, Scd XWT, S, Manetti, MScd, MS, ML, L, XL (cd = Cut down back)
T9 size range: S, MS, ML, L, XL
T10 size range: C, Stroll 3, XScd, De Vries, Scd, S, Manetti, MS, ML, L, XL, XXL (cd = Cut down back)

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

£54
£93
£93

CQ1/4
C1/2
CFULL
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NEW T9.5 kart seats
The T9.5 is an very reclined version of the T8/T9 shape.

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

New for 2020 T9.5 New Style seats in "t", VG and Vti rigidities

T9.5 size range: Man, MS, ML, L, XL (Manetti size is hand laminated only)
Description
Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours

1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg
1.3 kg

White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours

1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1.3 kg

White fibre
Silver fibre
Carbon fibre
Fluorescent colour
Add one of the following abreviatiions onto the end of the product code for fluorescent colours

900 g
900 g
900 g
1.3 kg

T9.5t a rigidity between standard and VG
T9.5VG flexible rigidity

T9.5VTi the most flexible rigidity

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

ORG, RED, YEL, PNK, GRN

£109
£122
£134
£176
£157

T9.5TCLR
T9.5TWHI
T9.5TSIL
T9.5TCAR
T9.5t + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T9.5VGWHI
T9.5VGSIL
T9.5VGCAR
T9.5VG + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

£136
£157
£201
£157

T9.5VTIWHI
T9.5VTISIL
T9.5VTICAR
T9.5VTi + Colour

Add seat colour abreviation text to the end of the product code

Hand Laminated versions of the T9.5
T9.5Hand Standard rigidity
T9.5Hand VG is a flexible version of the T9.5
T9.5Hand t is a rigidity between the soft VG and the standard T9.5
T9.5hand VTi is the most flexible version of the T9.5
T9.5Hand R is a rigid version of the T9.5
T9.5Hand VGR has a rigid top half and a flexible bottom half
T9.5Hand VRS has a soft middle with rigid sides T9.5

Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
Clear fibre
White fibre
White fibre

1.4 kg
1 kg
1.3 kg
900 g
1.5 kg
1.2 kg
1.2 kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

£133
£154
£133
£154
£133
£176
£164

T9.5HCLR
T9.5HVGWHI
T9.5HTCLR
T9.5HVTIWHI
T9.5HRCLR
T9.5HVGRWHI
T9.5HVRSWHI

Lightweight carbon Kevlar versions of the T9.5
T9.5KG is a carbon Kevlar version of the flexible T9.5VG
T9.5K is a carbon Kevlar version of the standard rigidity T9.5
T9.5CR is a carbon Kevlar rigid version of the T9.5R

Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave
Carbon Kevlar weave

800 g
1 kg
1.2 kg

Uncovered
Uncovered
Uncovered

£297
£297
£332

T9.5KGKEV
T9.5KKEV
T9.5CRKEV

Additional cost covering options for the T9.5 seats
1/4 cover option additional cost
1/2 cover option additional cost
Fully covered option additional cost

Covering material

Additional cover weight

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .2 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .4 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

Covering material colours available

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

£54
£93
£93

CQ1/4
C1/2
CFULL
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T8 kart seats

Injected T8 size range: C, XS, S, MS, ML, L, XL
The T8 is an injected composite kart racing seat
Description

Clear fibre
White fibre
Silver fibre
White fibre

T8 standard rigidity
T8 Soft: A more flexible version of the T8
Additional cost covering options for the T8 seats
1/4 cover option additional cost
1/2 cover option additional cost
Fully covered option additional cost

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)
Composite
appearance colour

Covering material

Average weight
Uncovered

1.4 kg

Uncovered

1.4 kg

Uncovered
Uncovered

1.4 kg
Additional cover weight

Rec.
Retail
£102
£110
£120
£130

Cover

Size influences weight
1.4 kg

Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

Covering material colours available

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .2 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .4 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

Part Number
T8CLR
T8WHI
T8SIL
T8SOFTWHI

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

£54
£93
£93

CQ1/4
C1/2
CFULL

The T8 Hand laminated model remain available to cater for odd sizes and specifications. The seats are special order, for prices see the identical specification T11 Hand
T8 Hand size range: Ccd, C, XS, Scd, Scd XWT, S, Manetti, MScd, MS, ML, L, XL (cd = Cut down back)

Rental kart seats

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

Rental Kart seats and equipment
Description
Injected XL plastic rental seat

Colour
Black

Vacuum formed Junior M plastic rental seat
Vacuum formed XL plastic rental seat
Vacuum formed XXL plastic rental seat
T8 XL Rental ultra rigid and strong composite rental seat
T8 XL Rental ultra rigid and strong composite rental seat in black fibre
Additional cost covering options for the Rental seats
1/4 cover option additional cost
1/2 cover option additional cost
Fully covered option additional cost

Approximate
weight +/- 10%
1.9 kg

Uncovered

Black
Black
Black

1.7 kg

Uncovered

1.9 kg

Uncovered

1.9 kg

Clear fibre
Black fibre

1.8 kg
1.8 kg

Covering material

Additional cover weight

Colour

Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

Uncovered

£84
£84
£84

RENTPLABLKM
RENTPLABLKXL
RENTPLABLKXXL

Uncovered
Uncovered

£105
£131

RENTT8CLRXL
RENTT8BLKXL

Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

Covering material colours available

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .2 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .4 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

Inserts to reduce seat size
Rubber Seat Size Reduction Insert
Race Insert: Sizes S, MS, ML, L

Rec.
Retail Part Number
£44 RENTIRXLBLKXL

Cover

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

£54
£93
£93

CQ1/4
C1/2
CFULL

£107
£196

RUBBERIN
T8IN

£230
£409
£445

T250
T250KGKEV
T250CRKEV

Additional information
2.2 kg
1.6 kg

Rubber insert drops an XL down to a MS size
Race seat insert that is made to personally fit a specific driver

T250 Long circuit kart seats
T250 size range: MS, ML, L, XL, XXL
The T250 is primarily designed for a 250 Formula E kart
Description
T250 Gearbox Formula E seat with headrest
T250KG Lightweight flexible Carbon Kevlar epoxy 250 Formula E kart seat with headrest
T250CR Lightweight rigid Carbon Kevlar epoxy 250 Formula E kart seat with headrest
Additional cost covering options for the T250 seats
1/2 cover option additional cost

Average weight
2.78 kg
1.7 kg
2.1 kg
Covering material

Additional cover weight

Tillett kart seat fabric
Add .3 kg
Add one of the following colour choice abreviations onto the end of the product code for cover choice

Covering material colours available

Red, Black, Blue, Charcoal Grey
RED, BLK, BLU, GRE

Shell Colours
Red, Black, Blue
Kevlar carbon
Kevlar carbon

Add seat cover abbreviation to the end of the part number

£93

C1/2
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Rib Protectors

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

Tillett Rib Protection as worn by 2019 Junior CIK FIA karting World Champions Thomas Ten Brinke
Description
NEW 2020 model Tillett P1 Rib protector
Highly effective rib protector with hard internal composite panels, angle adjustment, comes complete with a harness set
NEW 2020 model Tillett P1 Ladies Rib protector
Ladies version with composite panels, chest angle adjustment, comes complete with a harness set

Approximate
weight +/- 10%
380 g to 950 g

Rec.
Retail Part Number
£181 P1 + Colour

Sizes
Mini, C, XS, S, M, L, XL
Narrow versions available to special order

410 g to 720 g

Ladies: XS, S, M

£181

P1LADY + Colour

Other sizes including narrow versions available to special order

RED, BLK, BLU

Add one of the following onto the end of the product code for P1 colour choice
Replacement Adult harness straps for P1 fits sizes L and XL
Replacement Medium harness straps for P1 fits S and M
Replacement Junior harness straps for P1 fits sizes C and XS

65 g
58 g
34 g

Add colour abreviation text to the end of the P1 product code

Adult
Medium
Junior

£17
£17
£17

One size
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
One size

£21
£69
£59
£24
£29
£29
£15
£15
£15

HARNA
HARNM
HARNJ

Clothing
Description
Tillett baseball cap embroidered with logo
Tillett fleece embroidered with logo front and rear
Tillett hoodie embroidered with logo on front and rear
Tillett Polo shirt embroidered with logo on front and rear
Tillett Retro T shirt in black printed with fluorescent logo on front and rear
Tillett RetroT shirt in white printed with fluorescent logo on front and rear
Tillett T shirt in black printed with yellow logo on front and rear
Tillett T shirt in white printed with yellow logo on front and rear
Tillett woolly hat embroidered with logo

Colours
Black
Black

Black
Black
Black
White
Black
White
Black

TC01
TC02
TC03
TC04
TC05
TC06
TC07
TC08
TC09
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Chainguards

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

Tillett chainguards meet the CIK specifications
Description

Approximate
weight +/- 10%

Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Carbon fibre surface chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard
Chainguard that also covers front sprocket of Rotax, TAG types engines. New design and a construction that is stronger and significantly lighter

270 g
270 g
270 g
270 g
270 g
270 g
270 g
270 g

230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Carbon fibre surface chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Fluroescent composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Fluroescent composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Fluroescent composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Fluroescent composite chain guard with cut away front section
230 g
Without fitting kit
NEW Fluroescent composite chain guard with cut away front section
Chainguard that suits OK, X30 engines where there is already a suitable clutch cover. New design and a construction that is stronger and significantly lighter

Colour
Options

Rec.
Retail Part Number

Clear
Silver
Carbon
Fluorescent yellow
Fluorescent pink
Fluorescent red
Fluorescent green
Fluorescent orange

£63
£86
£131
£74
£74
£74
£74
£74

CHCOMCLRTAG
CHCOMSILTAG
CHCARFIBTAG
CHCOMYELTAG
CHCOMPNKTAG
CHCOMREDTAG
CHCOMGRNTAG
CHCOMORGTAG

Clear
Silver
Carbon
Fluorescent yellow
Fluorescent pink
Fluorescent red
Fluorescent green
Fluorescent orange

£63
£86
£131
£74
£74
£74
£74
£74

CHCOMCLRKF
CHCOSILRKF
CHCARFIBKF
CHCOMYELKF
CHCOMPNKKF
CHCOMREDKF
CHCOMGRNKF
CHCOMORGKF

Black Nylon plastic injected chainguard
Longer guard that covers front sprocket of Rotax, TAG types engines

Without fitting kit

402 g

Black

£31

CHNYLBLKTAG

Black Nylon plastic injected chainguard with cut away front section
Normally used on X30, OK,100cc, IAME minikart TKM or similar

Without fitting kit

402 g

Black

£31

CHNYLBLKKF

Red Nylon plastic injected chainguard
Longer guard that covers front sprocket of Rotax, TAG types engines

Without fitting kit

402 g

Red

£31

CHNYLREDTAG

Red Nylon plastic injected chainguard with cut away front section
Normally used on X30, OK,100cc, IAME minikart TKM or similar

Without fitting kit

402 g

Red

£31

CHNYLREDKF

Lightweight Carbon fibre chain guard Carbon / Epoxy
Ultra lightweight longer guard that covers front sprocket of Rotax, TAG types engines

Without fitting kit

170 g

Carbon

£208

CHCARFIBTAG

Lightweight Carbon fibre chain guard with cut away front section. Carbon / Epoxy
Ultra Lightweight guard that suits OK, X30 or engines where there is already a suitable clutch cover

Without fitting kit

170 g

Carbon

£208

CHCARFIBKF

KZ Carbon fibre chain guard
Lightweight guard for KZ

Without fitting kit

52 g

Carbon

£80

CHCARFIBKZ

Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda Carbon fibre chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Without fitting kit
NEW Honda GX160 composite chain guard
Chainguard that suits Honda GX160 enginesr. New more accurately fitting design and a construction that is stronger and lighter

195 g
195 g
195 g
195 g
195 g
195 g
195 g
195 g

Clear
Silver
Carbon
Fluorescent yellow
Fluorescent pink
Fluorescent red
Fluorescent green
Fluorescent orange

£60
£82
£128
£70
£70
£70
£70
£70

CHCOMCLRHON
CHCOMSILHON
CHCARFIBHON
CHCOMYELHON
CHCOMPNKHON
CHCOMREDHON
CHCOMGRNHON
CHCOMORGHON

Bracket sets and spares for the above chain guards

The guards above are priced without kits. Therefore, please select the fitting kit that you require with the guard.

Long Bracket guard fitting kit / Suitable for fitting Composite or Nylon guards

248 g

£17.97 CHKIT1

Short Bracket guard fitting kit / Suitable for fitting Composite guards

228 g

£16.52 CHKIT2

Chainguard spare fittings x 2 / Contains two flat head bolts 2 aluminium bushes and 2 flanged nuts

35 g

£11.09 CHKIT3

NEW Honda GX160 Guard Bracket and fitting kit

226 g

£20.49 CHKIT4

KZ Guard fitting kit / contains two brackets and fittings

226 g

£16.52 CHKIT5

Carbon fibre long chain guard bracket / Priced per bracket, two are needed for each guard

15 g

£24.17 CHCARB
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Accessories
Description
NEW V Pads Large
NEW V Pads Small
V Pads are black suede as standard.
NEW VH Pads Large
NEW VH Pads Small
V Pads are black suede as standard.
NEW T Board TRACK seat fitting tool
Carbon Seat fitting jig with seat positioning device for flat bottomed seats

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)
Approximate
weight +/- 10%
53 g
53 g
53 g
53 g
2.67 kg

Additional information

Rec.
Retail Part Number

Pair of rib area 5mm foam pads, Velcro attachment, fits S to XXL seats
Pair of rib area 5mm foam pads, Velcro attachment, fits C to XS seats

£37
£37

VPL
VPL

Pair of hip area 5mm foam pads, Velcro attachment, fits S to XXL seats
Pair of hip area 5mm foam pads, Velcro attachment, fits C to XS seats

£39
£39

VHPS
VHPS

High quality tool for accurately and quickly positioning any seat in any kart
Made for high speed use at the race track

£293

TBOARD

Carbon fibre floor tray
Super soft

250 g

Lightweight replacement for Aluminium floor tray
May need a paper outline to be provided by customer

£189

FLOORSFELXCAR

Carbon fibre floor tray
Flexible

330 g

Lightweight replacement for Aluminium floor tray
May need a paper outline to be provided by customer

£189

FLOORFLEXCAR

Carbon fibre floor tray
Standard rigidity (Rigidity matches most standard aluminium trays)

550 g

Lightweight replacement for Aluminium floor tray
May need a paper outline to be provided by customer

£189

FLOORSTDCAR

Carbon fibre floor tray
Rigid

750 g

Lightweight replacement for Aluminium floor tray
May need a paper outline to be provided by customer

£233

FLOORRIGCAR

Silver fibre floor tray
Standard

500 g

Lightweight replacement for Aluminium floor tray
May need a paper outline to be provided by customer

£81

FLOORSTDSIL

Rain Meister

70 g

Foam cushion that raises the centre of gravity
Useful in wet conditions, also used to raise short drivers

£25

RAIN

Ribcage chest support panels
RK1 Ribcage Spacer kit

250 g

Ribcage panels extend the depth of the seat or narrow the chest dimension
Contains extra fittings to move and angle Ribcage panels

£92
£18

RIBCAGE
RIBCAGEKIT

150 mm long carbon fibre exhaust mounting bracket
180 mm long carbon fibre exhaust mounting bracket

46 g

Needs additional chassis clamp fixing or original chassis mount
Needs additional chassis clamp fixing or original chassis mount

£44
£53

EXHAUST150
EXHAUST180

Foam seat sizing set 5mm
Foam seat sizing set 10mm

53 g

Cut and shaped foam kit to size each area of seat accurately
Cut and shaped foam kit to size each area of seat accurately

£15
£20

FOAM1
FOAM2

Foam sheet 5mm 330 x 375 x 5mm Black
Foam sheet 9mm 330 x 375 x 9mm Black

68 g

5 mm thick self adhesive sizing foam, good for smoothing out seat bolts.
9 mm sizing foam, used mainly for reducing a loose spot in a seat

£8
£10

FOAM3
FOAM4

AMB TransX 160 - Old Style
AMB TransX 160 - New Style

15 g

Suits the old style transponders, cable ties to seat
Suits the new style transponders, cable ties to seat

£8
£14

TRANS1
TRANS2

290 g
56 g
90 g
86 g
11 g

Seat forward bracket in carbon (Needs two brackets to work)
Seat forward bracket in steel (Needs two brackets to work)

250 g

Lightweight bracket that can push a seat forward of the rear stays
Heavy steel bracket that can push a seat forward of the rear stays

£45
£13

SFBC
SFBS

Fibreglass repair kit (Special offer)

205 g

Suitable to repair the base of a composite kart seat

£21

REPAIR

210 mm diameter carbon sprocket protector disc
210 mm diameter carbon sprocket protector disc with countersunk holes
225 mm diameter carbon sprocket protector disc
225 mm diameter carbon sprocket protector disc with countersunk holes

80 g

Suits sprockets up to 83 teeth. Needs two discs to be effective
Suits sprockets up to 83 teeth. Needs two discs to be effective
Suits sprockets up to 89 teeth. Needs two discs to be effective
Suits sprockets up to 89 teeth. Needs two discs to be effective

£96
£96
£96
£96

SPPRO210
SPPRO210
SPPRO225
SPPRO225

52 g

80 g
100 g
100 g
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Seat fittings

All prices in UK pounds (Excluding VAT & delivery charges where applicable)

Kart Seat fittings
Description

Additional information

M8 Aluminium countersunk washer

Approximate

Rec.

weight +/- 10%

Retail

Part Number

Anodised Black and low profile for seat fitting

3g

£1.10

TW1

M6 Aluminium countersunk washer

Anodised Black

1g

£1.10

TW10

Nylon Ø40mm x 2mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

3g

£0.36

TW3

Nylon Ø40mm x 4mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

6g

£0.74

TW4

Nylon Ø51mm x 2mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

4g

£0.36

TW5

Nylon Ø51mm x 5mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

13 g

£0.74

TW6

Nylon Ø40mm x 10mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

21 g

£0.74

TW7

Nylon Ø51mm x 10mm thick seat spacer

Meets CIK seat regulation to stop seat stay penetration

27 g

£0.88

TW8

M8 Kart seat fitting kit

Contains 4 bolt sets to fit a kart seat

125 g

£9.80

TK1

M8 Kart seat fitting kit with plates

4 bolt sets plus 2 x aluminium reinforcing plates and rivets

176 g

Seat spacer kit Ø40mm 20 Nylon washers

Contains 10 x 2mm and 10 x 4 mm x Ø40mm diameter washers

92 g

£9.78

TK3

Seat spacer kit Ø51mm 20 Nylon washers

Contains 10 x 2mm and 10 x 5 mm x Ø51mm diameter washers

178 g

£9.78

TK4

NEW Aluminium seat reinforcing plate 75 x 75mm Natural (New design)

Aluminium seat plate used for support when drilling multiple holes in light seats

21 g

£3.86

TK7

£16.04 TK2

Low profile stainless steel washer and bolts designed for kart seat fitting
Contents
Comprehensive 8 bolt Ultra low profile stainless steel kart seat fitting kit

Includes 4 x M8 x 25mm, 2 x 30mm and 2 x 70 mm low profile bolt / washer sets
Plus ten 40mm diameter x 2 mm thick and ten 40mm x 4 mm thick nylon spacers

Ultra low profile washer
Needs modified bolt to be totally effective as standard countersink bolts will bottom out

1 x special low profile washer

9g

£3.78

TLPW1

Ultra low profile bolt 25 mm

1 x special M8 x 25mm countersunk bolt

10 g

£2.64

TLPB25

Ultra low profile bolt 30 mm

1 x special M8 x 30mm countersunk bolt

12 g

£2.70

TLPB30

Ultra low profile bolt 40 mm

1 x special M8 x 40mm countersunk bolt

15 g

£2.86

TLPB40

Ultra low profile bolt 50 mm

1 x special M8 x 50mm countersunk bolt

17 g

£3.02

TLPB50

Ultra low profile bolt 60 mm

1 x special M8 x 60mm countersunk bolt

20 g

£3.12

TLPB60

Ultra low profile bolt 70 mm

1 x special M8 x 70mm countersunk bolt

23 g

£3.22

TLPB70

340 g

£55.04 TLPK1

